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What is the problem? 
 
The Honor System at the University of Virginia establishes a “community of trust,” in which any 
student who violates that trust is dismissed from UVa. through the student-administered 
investigation and trial process.  This community assumes that students will act honorably and 
with integrity inside the classroom and in their everyday interactions.  Former CBS news anchor 
and UVa. alumna Katie Couric, who is featured in the Honor Committee’s “On my Honor” 
video, said that “honor inevitably becomes a part of everything [UVa. students] do—not just 
now, when you’re a student, but every day of your life.” 
 
Yet for an institution that is supposed to promote trust and integrity, the Honor System’s 
jurisdiction is surprisingly narrow. Currently, the Honor Committee only has authority over 
issues of lying, cheating, and stealing. These behaviors, while undesirable, are not the only 
dividing line between an honorable and a dishonorable person. For example, a student who 
abuses his girlfriend or a group of students that bullies someone because of her sexual orientation 
are behaving in a way that lacks honor.  However, the Honor System cannot dismiss those people 
from the community. 
 
Furthermore, many students see a paradox in the Honor System’s sanction structure. A student 
who cheats on a test will be automatically expelled upon conviction, yet there is no similar 
mechanism to punish behaviors such as assault—which is arguably a larger threat to trust in the 
community than an academic infraction.  
 
It was these questions of inconsistency and proportionality that led us to review a potential 
expansion of the Honor System’s jurisdiction. We ultimately recommend that there are 
additional behaviors that rise to the level of Honor offenses and that the Honor Committee, the 
University Judiciary Committee, and the Sexual Assault Board should ensure that those 
behaviors receive the same punishment given to current Honor offenses. 
 
Definitions 
 
As a first step, we felt it was necessary to determine what the expectation of honorable behavior 
is at the University of Virginia, and what members of the community would consider to be 
violations of that expectation.  
 
We defined an honor system as an arrangement in which individuals within the community can 
take one another at his or her word and behave in a manner which instills a safe environment that 
all members respect. The expectation within in the community is that all others will abide by the 
same standards, and that those who significantly disrespect the desired environment and 
community will be held accountable for their actions. 
 
We then defined dishonorable behavior as follows:
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The failure to respect the bodies, safety, properties, or ideas of others within the 
community of trust or to intentionally act in any way that seeks to gain an unfair 
advantage over another individual. 
 

Potential dishonorable acts 
 
There are several kinds of behaviors that may be dishonorable. Many might be illegal and 
dishonorable (such as vandalism), though not all dishonorable actions might necessarily be 
illegal (such as cheating on a test) nor might all illegal actions be dishonorable (such as 
speeding). We considered the following behaviors to potentially be dishonorable: 
 

• Lying 
• Cheating 
• Stealing 
• Assault, including physical and sexual assault 
• Harassment and bullying 
• Offenses against property—for example, trespassing, vandalism, and littering 
• Using a fake ID 
• Selling a fake ID 
• Purchasing alcohol for someone who is underage 
• Selling illegal drugs 
• Driving under the influence 
• Abuse of animals 
• Abuse of privileges—for example, borrowing too many books from the library 
• Neglecting financial responsibilities—for example, walking out on a check or failing to 

pay rent 
 
While this list is not exhaustive, we feel that it represents a number of behaviors that would be 
relevant to life on a college campus. 
 
Criteria for decision-making 
 
After considering that dishonorable actions disrespect the bodies, property, and ideas of others or 
attempt to gain an unfair advantage, we considered the arguments in favor of and against labeling 
certain behaviors as dishonorable. 
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Behavior Arguments in favor of calling the 

behavior dishonorable 
Arguments against calling the 
behavior dishonorable 

Lying · The act allows a person to take 
advantage of a situation for his or 
her gain 

· The act could occur during a 
simple miscommunication 
· Someone may be lying to protect 
another individual 
· Lying may be ethical in certain 
situations 

Fake ID use · People are misrepresenting 
themselves to gain a right or 
privilege that does not belong to 
them 
· The act is disrespectful of the 
venue’s rules 
· It is a blatant lie about one’s 
identity 

· There is a possibility that fake ID 
cases will overwhelm the Honor 
Committee due to the level of use 
within the community 
· This creates an opportunity for 
petty or trivial reports 

Underage alcohol 
(sale and use) 

· These actions break the law  
· People may knowingly assist 
another person in evading the law 
(sale) 
· People may assist in the potential 
harm to an underage individual 
(sale) 

· Users are only harming 
themselves, not the community 
· This creates an opportunity for 
petty or trivial reports 
· Drinking may be responsible and 
supervised 

Neglecting 
financial 
responsibilities 

· A person is gaining an unfair 
advantage 
· The act could be considered 
stealing 
· This shows a lack of respect for the 
creditor 

· Sudden, uncontrollable 
circumstances may make a person 
unable to make payments 

Cheating · A person is gaining an unfair 
advantage 
· Plagiarism disrespects the ideas of 
others 

· None 

Assault · A person is intentionally inflicting 
harm  
· Someone who hurts another person 
without cause cannot be trusted to 
respect boundaries 
· Others would not feel safe in the 
community if they suspected the 
person could unexpectedly abuse 
them 

· Incidents could be cultural or 
situational 
· The Honor Committee is currently 
ill-prepared for the sensitivity of 
some incidents 
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Animal abuse · Abusing someone else’s pet is 
equivalent to damaging property 
· The act can cause psychological 
harm to the owner 
· The person fails to respect the 
body of the animal 

· The individual may be responding 
to an attack by the animal 
· Cultural norms or beliefs may 
justify cruelty to animals 

Driving under the 
influence 

· A person who enters a vehicle 
under the influence intentionally 
puts the bodies and property of 
others at risk 

· There may be no harm that results 
from driving under the influence 
· If someone is pulled over with a 
.09 blood alcohol content as opposed 
to .08, that may seem to be an 
arbitrary dividing line for 
dishonorable behavior 

Illegal drugs (use 
and sale) 

· The act disrespects the law 
· A person knowingly jeopardizes 
the health of another individual 
(sale) 

· A user is only harming himself or 
herself 
· If two consenting parties make a 
transaction, that should be their 
business 

Intimidation · The act may make a person feel 
unsafe in his or her community 
· A bully is trying to gain advantage 
over someone else 

· Intimidation may be accidental 
· The act may be a function of 
someone’s personality 

Offenses against 
property 

· A person is harming something 
that belongs to someone else 
· Someone has to pay to fix the 
damage as a result of a person’s 
actions 

· The damage could be accidental 

Abuse of 
privileges 

· A person tries to gain an unfair 
advantage 

· Someone who has privileges may 
not understand what the limits of 
those privileges are 

 
Dishonorable acts that the Honor System should punish 
 
The behaviors listed below met the definitions for dishonorable acts that should be Honor 
System offenses. Currently, an Honor offense is a composite of three factors: an act committed 
with knowledge that is significant. For example, plagiarism is a form of cheating, but an 
incorrectly cited source is not—or should not necessarily be—an indicator of an Honor offense 
because it lacks significance. Likewise, stealing an answer key to a test is different from taking a 
roommate’s snack food without asking.   
 
In some instances, the additional behaviors that the Honor System should cover may lack the 
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elements of knowledge or significance. While we do not think that the Honor Committee needs 
to adopt new definitions for either of these indicators, we evaluated the expanded list of 
behaviors with the guideline that significant offenses are those which compromise the academic 
mission of UVa. or make it difficult for the community to have an expectation of safety from 
students. 
 
Lying: From the Honor Committee’s bylaws, lying involves misrepresentation of one or more 
facts in order to gain a benefit or harm another person. Not all lies will rise to the level of being 
an Honor Offense, but the Honor Committee should continue to punish those which significantly 
impact the safety of the community or are an affront to academic integrity. 
 
Cheating: Plagiarism, false citation, multiple submission, falsifying data, copying answers, 
unauthorized group work, and unfair procurement of answers are types of cheating.  
 
Stealing: Taking another person’s property without his or her consent or any intention to return 
the property to the owner shows a lack of respect. This behavior could also apply to the stealing 
of another person’s ideas or work without his or her permission.  
 
Neglecting financial responsibilities: Failing to pay rent, walking out on a restaurant check, or 
otherwise refusing to uphold a contractual obligation can cause material harm to someone else. 
As with all Honor offenses, the Committee should evaluate the circumstances of the act. If a 
student loses a part-time job and cannot make rent for one month, that does not necessarily 
indicate that an offense has occurred. 
 
Unprovoked assault: There are instances where physical or verbal assault may be justified if 
they are a defense against a threatening behavior. But unprovoked assault, including sexual 
assault, is dishonorable primarily because it attacks the bodies or ideas of others. 
 
Animal abuse: Similar to assault, failing to include animal abuse in a list of Honor offenses 
would allow people who are abusive or threatening to remain in the community.  
 
Offenses against property: Disrespecting another person’s property in a way that imperils the 
expectation of safety in the UVa. community is not limited to stealing. Other examples of 
property infractions include vandalism and extortion. 
 
Harassment: Persistently disturbing, tormenting, or being hostile towards another person shows 
a lack of respect for the welfare of others. Bullying (including online bullying) is a form of 
harassment, as bullies try to dominate those who are in a weaker position.  While we initially 
considered whether intimidation is dishonorable, intimidation is not necessarily harassment. For 
example, athletes may seek to intimidate players on another team, but that behavior may not rise 
to a level of psychological harm. 
 
We also feel that use of a fake ID is dishonorable because the act involves a lie about one’s 
identity while gaining an unfair advantage, namely the ability to purchase alcohol while peers 
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without a fake ID cannot. Ultimately, however, the act of using a fake ID does not rise to the 
level of an Honor offense because it lacks the element of significance. We do not believe that 
fake ID usage, while dishonest, affects the academic integrity or security of the UVa. community 
in the way that other offenses do. 
 
Proposals to make changes to existing judiciary systems 
 
In order to assess the best means to incorporate the Honor System’s authority into the current 
judicial system at UVa.—which includes the Honor Committee, the University Judiciary 
Committee (UJC), and the Sexual Assault Board (SAB)—we proposed four different options and 
evaluated the pros and cons of each one. 
 
Proposed option Pros Cons Decision 
Maintain the status 
quo—make no 
changes to the 
current judicial 
system 

· There are longstanding 
judicial processes already in 
place 
· It may be difficult to 
implement new and 
unfamiliar procedures 

· Serious offenses like 
assault would continue to 
receive a lesser punishment 
than academic misconduct 
· Students are losing faith in 
the Honor System and many 
consider it irrelevant 
· Cognitive dissonance will 
continue 

Not a 
preferred 
option 

Hybrid 
UJC/SAB/Honor 
Committee trial—
combine the 
processes and 
members from both 
committees in the 
event that a report of 
dishonorable 
behavior goes to trial 

· Other serious offenses 
would receive the same 
punishment as academic 
misconduct 
· There would be no 
reinvention of Honor 
Committee procedures 
· The trials would remain 
with UJC and SAB 
· The Honor Committee 
would have the opportunity 
to “speak” to the offense 

· This would require some 
new processes and 
procedures 
· There may be confusion in 
reporting 
· People may become 
hesitant to report if the 
Single Sanction is involved 

Best 
option 

UJC and SAB defer 
to the Honor 
Committee for 
sanctioning—
maintain the trial 
process with UJC 
and SAB, but the 
Honor Committee 
hands down the 

· Other serious offenses 
would receive the same 
punishment as academic 
misconduct 
· The trials would remain 
with UJC and SAB 
· The Honor Committee 
would have the opportunity 
to “speak” to the offense 

· This would require some 
new processes and 
procedures 
· There would be a 
disconnect between the trial 
and sanction 
· There would be a 
possibility of no sanction if 
the Honor Committee did not 

Not a 
preferred 
option 
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sanction if the 
student is found 
guilty 

agree 
· There may be confusion in 
reporting 
· People may become 
hesitant to report if the 
Single Sanction is involved 

Honor Committee 
takes jurisdiction 
over dishonorable 
behaviors—for any 
offense that is 
considered 
dishonorable, the 
Honor Committee 
will take over the 
investigation and 
trial 

· Other serious offenses 
would receive the same 
punishment as academic 
misconduct 
· It is the most 
straightforward change 
· The Honor Committee 
would become more 
involved with all significant 
dishonorable behaviors 
· It would restore confidence 
in the Honor System 

· This would require some 
new processes and 
procedures 
· Honor Committee members 
may need additional training 
on case handling 
· There may be potential 
issues with random jury 
selection 
· This would move the Honor 
Committee beyond its 
traditional role 

Possible 
option 

 
After assessing each of the options and their merits, it is our opinion that the best option would 
be to establish a hybrid process

 

 that brings together the Honor Committee, University Judiciary 
Committee, and Sexual Assault Board on cases determined to involve acts of dishonorable 
behavior. 
 
Necessary changes to judiciary systems 

We considered how the procedures of the judicial system might change under our preferred 
alternative.  The following steps may have to occur for a hybrid trial: 
 

1. If UJC deems the offense to be serious, then the next consideration will be whether the 
offense falls within one of the above five categories of dishonorable behavior beyond that 
of lying, stealing, or cheating. 

 
2. If the offense does not qualify as dishonorable, then the trial will proceed through UJC as 

per the normal established process. 
 

3. For offenses qualifying as dishonorable, UJC will contact the Honor Committee, which 
will then select an appropriate number of Committee members to participate in the trial. 
This will ensure that the standards of the Honor System are fulfilled throughout the trial. 

 
4. For sexual assault offenses, the Honor Committee will have at least two volunteers on 

Committee who have gone through the necessary training and who maintain positions on 
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the Sexual Assault Board. In instances where a sexual assault trial is underway, these 
members will represent the Honor Committee during trial. 

 
5. Once the Honor Committee has become involved in the trial, the following Honor trial 

processes shall carry over and supersede the processes used by UJC and SAB: 
a. The Single Sanction is the only applicable punishment should the individual in 

question be found guilty. 
b. The standard of proof for guilt will be “beyond a reasonable doubt.” 

 
Implementing these changes will require a dialogue with President Sullivan and the Board of 
Visitors. We hope these individuals work with the committees to adopt any necessary 
procedures. It is our opinion that these changes will increase the confidence of the student body 
in the Honor System and ensure that the timeless value of honor maintains a central presence at a 
twenty-first century University of Virginia. 
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